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The spin-isospin volume responses of a finite nucleus are evaluated in the random phase approxi-
mation framework, utilizing a harmonic oscillator basis. Particular emphasis is given to the mixing
between the longitudinal (e q) and transverse (cr Xq) couplings, which arise at the nuclear surface.
%e show that it reduces somewhat the contrast between the two spin responses. %e compare the
calculated transverse response with the experimental one extracted from deep inelastic electron
scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear spin-isospin response has been actively in-
vestigated, both experimentally and theoretically, in the
past few years. ' Accurate data in the transverse chan-
nel have been providtxi by the inclusive (e,e') experiments
in a number of light and medium nuclei over a large range
of momentum transfers. Remarkably, in the region of the
quasielastic peak, a universal behavior of the transverse
response per particle, with a shape resembling the one of a
Fermi gas, emerges from the experiment. One can thus
conjecture that the latter can be reasonably accounted for
in a nuclear matter framework.
Indeed, theoretical descriptions based on infinite nu-
clear matter either directly ' or indirectly, as in semiclas-
sical approaches, have been rather successful in account-
ing for the data.
These studies point to the existence, at finite momen-
tum transfer, of spin-isospin collective effects, the rem-
nant, in the transverse channel, of the Gamow-Teller reso-
nance. In the spin longitudinal channel, on the other
hand, collective effects, if present, would be of particular
significance, being a precursor of pion condensation.
In spite of these achievements, it appears worthwhile to
explore the spin-isospin response in a finite nucleus, both
to attain a deeper understanding of the reasons underlying
the success of the nuclear matter approach and to eluci-
date the role of the nuclear surface in the process.
The infiuence of the latter is essentially twofold:
Indeed, the surface lowers the density felt by the peri-
pheral nucleons, thus hampering the development of a
collective behavior. Moreover, the variation in space of
the nuclear density leads, on one hand, to an additional
suppression of collective effects, as was already shown to
occur in the static situations; on the other, it induces a
coupling between the (cr.q) and (cr Xq) vertices, which at-
tenuates the predicted contrast between the two spin
responses. These effects are obviously enhanced when the
probe mainly explores the surface of the nucleus, as does
occur to some extent in the (p, p') inclusive scattering,
particularly at large incident proton energies ( )0.5 GeV).
The surface spin-isospin response has already been cal-
culated by Esbensen et al. in a semi-infinite nuclear
matter framework. We shall treat the surface response of
a finite nucleus separately in a forthcoming paper; here
we will restrict ourselves to the volume responses, as
probed, e.g. , in the (e,e') scattering.
In this connection finite nuclei random phase approxi-
mation (RPA) calculations have already been performed,
for both the responses and the wave functions, including
the exchange contribution, a proper treatment of the con-
tinuum and the effects associated with the finite range of
the force. ' ' However, the Hilbert basis employed in
these calculations is generally too narrow to allow a treat-
ment of the response in the deep inelastic region at large
momentum transfers. One exception is represented by the
continuum RPA evaluation of Cavinato et al. ' of the
spin transverse response in ' C, which utilizes a Skyrme
interaction.
In the present paper we aim at solving the RPA equa-
tions for the generalized polarization propagator
11„,(q, q';to) (Ref. 17) (whose imaginary part is often re-
ferred to as response function) in a finite nucleus and in a
basis large enough to allow an appropriate handling of the
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spin-isospin response over a wide kinematical domain.
This aim is, of course, best achieved by dealing directly
with the response function rather than through a specific
calculation of the RPA wave functions.
Yet the difficulties of the problem are such that we
have simplified it by omitting both the exchange contribu-
tion and the description of the nuclear continuum. In
fact, our basis, while being very large, is still a harmonic
oscillator one. Concerning the exchange contribution, we
hope to account for it„at least partially, by a convenient
choice of the Landau-Migdal parameter g', the zero-range
component of our interaction (the finite range ones being
carried by the pion and the rho, as customary in the u7.
channel). Furthermore, the RPA integral equations for
H&„(q,q';co), presented in Ref. 17, have been solved here
along the lines of the approximation originally suggested
by Toki and Weise' (hereafter referred to as TW), partly
to avoid the heavy numeric required for an exact solution
and partly because this method leads to analytic formulae
which transparently display both the connection with the
infinite nuclear matter response as well as the new
features introduced by the surface.
Indeed, we believe that our approach yields a realistic
description of the role of the surface in the nuclear
response: In particular, to our knowledge, the effects as-
sociated with the coupling of the spin modes and with the
gradient of the density have not been explored before at
large momentum transfer.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
those elements of Ref. 17 which are needed for the present
study. In Sec. III we give the explicit formulae for the
spin-isospin responses, based on the T% approximation.
We also give some insight on the validity of this approxi-
mation by investigating the nonlocality in momentum
space of II (q, q', co).
Section IV contains the results of the present approach
utilizing a harmonic oscillator (HO) basis; they are com-
pared with the ones obtained in a semiclassical approxi-
mation. In particular, we discuss the validity of the HO
basis with respect to a more realistic one. Finally, we
compare our results for the transverse response with the
existing experimental data.
l
Rz (q, cij) = ——+ 5 „ImH y „g(q,q;co),
m, n
(2.1)
in terms of the spherical "spatial" components
m, n =0,+1 of H„„(q,q', ro), whereas the longitudinal one,
1
RL(q ~)=— ImHo&, 03(q q'~) (2.2)
is fixed by the p =v=O ("time") components. In (2.1) and
(2.2) the index 3 denotes isospin.
By a suitable multipole expansion H»(q, q';co) can be
factored into a geometrical and a dynamical part (see Ref.
17 for the explicit formulae). The latter obeys, in the
RPA framework, the following set of integral equations:
II. THE SPIN-ISOSPIN
NUCLEAR RESPONSE
In Ref. 17 the transverse spin-isospin response is de-
fined as follows:
[H g "(q,q';co)]ip [IIg(q, q—', ai)]p + f dk k g [IIJ(q, k;co)]g, [Ug(k))i, i, [H g (k,q', cu)]i, p .
I ) l2
(2.3)
The first term on the right-hand side (rhs) is the dynamical factor of the independent particle polarization propagator;
if the spin-orbit term in the mean field is disregarded, it turns out to be diagonal in the angular momenta,
[IIJ(q,q', co)]ii —5' H i(q, q';co), and reads (the indices p and h indicate particle and hole, respectively)
l l Ip h
H&(q, q';~)=lan g (21 +1)(2lh+1) O O Wi„ i „„,(q)
n l
~in, i;„i„(V'»X
~—«. i ~. i )+in ~+«« —~. i ) im-"p p "h h "pp (2.4)
where
&i„ i „„i„(g)=qf drr ji(qr)R„ i (r)R„„i„(r). (2.S)
In the above expression the R„&(r) are the radial wave
functions, belonging to the eigenvalues e„l. In principle,
they should be calculated self-consistently. In practice,
we shall use the eigenfunctions of a harmonic oscillator
with the strength fixed by the experimental size of the
system. They should at least contain the information on
the confinement of the system.
In the following II will also include the b;h propaga-
tor, assuming for the isobar the same mean field as for the
nucleons.
Now when the nuclear spin-isospin responses (2.1) and
(2.2) are explicitly expressed through the II J com-
ponents diagonal in momentum space, they turn out to be
given by the following combinations:
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RT(q, ro)= — g ((J+ l)Im[II j "(q,co)]j I J I+ J(J+1)lmI[11J (q oi)]j—I 2+I+[IIJ'"(q,lo)]j+I,j I JJ=1
+(2J+1)1m[IIJ (q,co)]jJ+J tm[II J (q,~)]j+, j+I) (2.6)
Rr. (q, l'o)= — g (JIm[II j (q,o))]j I j I V—J(J+1)lmt[II j (q,co)]j, J+,+[IIj (q, co)]j+, J iIj=o
+(I+1)Im[IIj (q, co)]j+I j+i) .
In the noninteracting case, (II j)ll being diagonal, (2.6) and (2.7) reduce to
(2.7)
RT(q, co)= — g [(J+l)ImII j i(q, co)+JImII J+i(q, ro)+(2J+1)lmIIJ(q, co)]16m (2.8)
and
RL, (q, co) = — g [JImII j I(q, co)+(J+1)ImII j+i(q, ap)] .J=0 (2.9)
I 1 J
QJI ——( —1 ) V'2l + I 0 0
2 I
VL(k)=I (k)
Iu k k +ILI
(2.1 1)
(2.12)
2 i 2
VT(k)=&~(k) 2 —I (k) (2.13)
It can be shown, with the help of (2.4), that the two ex-
pressions (2.8) and (2.9), in fact, coincide.
The problem of calculating the nuclear spin-isospin
responses is thus reduced to the one of solving the integral
equation (2.3). We will pursue this task in the present pa-
per, with the following parametrization of the spin-isospin
particle-hole interaction
[Uj( )]I I Jl IIJI VL(k)+((21 I I2JIII2JI )VT(k) .
(2.10)
In (2.10),
In these formulae g' is the Landau-Migdal parameter,f /4+Ac =0.08, fz /pe 2. 18(f —J'p, ), and I I&i(k) is the
usual dipole form factor of the n(p)NN vertex (we shall
use the cutoffs A =1.3 GeV and A~=2.0 GeV, respec-
tively).
III. SOLUTION OF THE RPA EQUATIONS
If translational invariance holds, then II J(q, k;co) [be-
ing proportional to 5(q —k)] picks out only one momen-
tum in the integral of Eq. (2.3), thus reducing the system
of coupled equations to algebraic form. It is conceivable
that for a large enough nucleus II J(q, k;ro) will retain a
fairly diagonal behavior, being peaked around q =k. If
this is the case, then only a rather narrow band of mo-
menta will effectively contribute to the integrals one en-
counters when considering the subsequent iterations of
Eq. (2.3). This property is exploited in the method of
Toki and %else.
Indeed, according to them, it is possible to reduce the
entire problem to algebraic form, providing that the "di-
agonal" behavior of II j is sufficient to invoke the mean
value theorem in the first order iteration. More specifical-
ly, one has to find an average momentum q such that
f ~o, g [rl, (q, k;~)]a [U,(k)], , [Il, (k,q', ~)], , =1,g [11,(q, q;~)]a [U,(q)], , [11,(q, q', ~)], ,
I i l2 I
—2
, g [IIJ(q q'~)]II, [UJ(q)]I, I,[IIJ(q q')]l, l77 i|l2 (3.1)
where y=mlR (R being the rms radius of the nucleus) roughly corresponds to the range of nonlocality in momentum
space.
While the first step in (3.1) directly follows from the mean value theorem, the subsequent one, which is the key point
for the evaluation of the higher order iterations, is not trivial and will be reviewed briefly in Appendix A. There it is
shown that the approximation (3.1) allows one to replace (2.3) with the matrix equation:
—2
(q q ')]a'=[ll J(q q Io)]II + 3 g'[ 11J (q q )] [II(Uj)]q, [IIII ( Jqq~)]I, I'.7T I I (3.2)
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As it stands (3.2) is, however, an oversimphfication.
Indeed, for fixed J five coupled (through the tensor in-
teraction mediated by the pion and the rho) integral equa-
tions stem from (2.3): Thus, a priori, one should intro-
duce five average momenta qq(/, 1'). But then, the reduc-
tion of (2.3) to algebraic form is no longer feasible since
the higher order iterations of each [II q (q, q', co)]ii
would bring into play all the qz(l, l') with increasing com-
plexity.
We have thus decided to disregard the differences, for a
given J, among the various qJ(l, l'). More precisely, we
fix the unique qJ directly from the first order opproxirno
tion for the responses (2.6) ttnd (2.7), thus avoiding the
further problem connected with the actual existence of
two qj, arising from the real and imaginary part of
(3 1) 19
In this framework the two responses are given by the
following expressions:
Cia
RT(q, to)= — Im g16
(2J + 1)II q(q, to)
(2ir)' VT(q }IIq(q, co)
(J+1)IIJ i(q, to)
+
-2
1 —
&
VT(q)II J (iq, ot)+ WJ+i(q, ~)yq "o(2ir)' 27+1
V (q)11„,(q,~)+ WJ i(q, ~)yq' "o ~+1(2ir)' 2J+1
(3.3)
oyp' 11~+i(p ~)—11~ i(p ~)
1(p ~)=-, [VT(P) —VL(P)](2ir)
1 —
&
VL(p)II
~ i(p, to)
'g A p
(2ir)
(3.4)
A, o P pII g i(p, c0) —II J+i(p, to}
, V, (p)11„,(p,~)'YP "o(2m )'
~J+i(p to)=, [VT(p) VL(p)]-(2m ) (3.5}
co
&L(q, co)= — 2 Im gSm
~ o
(J+1)III+i(q, oi)
—2
(2m) 2J+1, VL(q)lip+i(q, to)+ Sg, (q,a))
JII J i(q, to)
yq
~
—
"o J+1
(2~)' L(q)11J i(q, co)+ SJ+i(q, to)2J+1
(3.6)
with
&I+i(q ~)=~J+i(q to' VL (3.7)
&J i(q to}=~J i(q to' VL~-VT)- (3.8)
In expressions (3.3) and (3.6} a "nuclear-matter-like"
partial wave expansion is recovered if the quantities SJ
and P J are omitted in the denominators. Their effect
should therefore vanish in an infinite system. However,
even when 9q and P J are ignored, there remains a trace
of the confinement of the system in the replacement q ~q
in the denominators.
The terms SJ and P z embody the coupling discussed
previously between the (o Xq) and (tr q) spin modes, as
well as other contributions stemming from the gradient of
the nuclear density. They can be sizable in the range of
momenta where q (VT —VL ) is large, i.e., roughly for
0.4 & q & 2. 1 fm ' (see Fig. 1).
The uncoupled responses are those obtained by letting
the complete longitudinal VL (k) [ VT(k)] interaction go to
zero in (3.3) [(3.6)].
%'hen this is done, the following expressions are ob-
tained:
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00
Rr "~'(q,cu)= — 2 Im g (2J+1)16m
II J(q, co)
1 — 3 VT(q)H J(q, ~)—"o-(2m )
JH I~i(q, co)+(2+1)III i(q, co)
—2
~q, V,(q)[JII,', (q,~)+(J+1)ll', ,(q, ~)](2m )
00
RL ' "~'(q, co) = — Im g (2J+1)
J=O
(J+ l)H I+)(q,co)+JHg )(q, co)
—2
0(2J+1)— VL(q)[(J+1)H J+t(q, ~)+JH I ~(q, co)](2n )'
(3.10)
Before analyzing the results obtained, it is worthwhile to
investigate the nonlocality in momentum space of
H&„(q,q', co). Indeed, as shown in Appendix A, the TW
approximation mostly relies on a well-peaked behavior of
H around q =q'.
In order to avoid the detailed analysis of the various
multipoles, we focus our attention on the imaginary part
of the density-density polarization propagator (@=v=0,
"time-component"}.
At the same time we intend to explore how this quanti-
ty is affected bg the size of the system. Thus, we display,
in Fig. 2, ImHoo(cI, q', c0) for fixed q =1.5 fm ', q q'=1,
and %co=55 MeV as a function of q' for ' 0, Ca, and
"Zr.
Notably, the curves are bell shaped, showing a
minimum for q=q' in the case of the largest nucleus,
whereas as the mass number decreases the minimum tends
to be shifted to larger q'.
As expected, a substantial shrinking of the nonlocality
region is seen to occur as one moves from light to heavy
nuclei. This outcome reflects the tendency toward the
recovery of translational invariance, although a non-
negligible amount of nonlocahty in momentum space (as
well as in coordinate space) will always persist due to the
existence of the surface, no matter how large the nucleus.
Indeed, the shrinking is more pronounced in going from
' 0 to Ca than from Ca to Zr. We can characterize
the amount of nonlocality by the half-height width b,q' of
the curves in Fig. 2: It turns out to be 1.2, 1.0, and 0.85
fm ' for ' 0, Ca, and Zr, respectively.
The ratios among these numbers closely follow the cor-
responding relationship among the surface to volume ra-
tios (S/V) of the considered nuclei: Their relative pro-
portion is 1.36:1:0.79. As a consequence, we can expect
that for a nucleus as large as Ca the TW approximation
is fairly reliable.
Nonlocality in momentum space also depends on the
energy co and tends to decrease as the energy becomes
large. Therefore the new effects associated with the gra-
dient of the nuclear density and the consequent mixing be-
tween (cr )& q) and (o"q) are likely to be more important at
low energies, where nonlocality is more appreciable. This
will be illustrated in the next section.
600
- —0.05
20C
&
q=15 fm
—0.10
I
0.5
I
$.0
I
1.5
q' (fm
l
2. 0
FIG. 1. The difference between the transverse and longitudi-
nal interactions multiplied by q~/(2n. ) as a function of q.
FEG. 2. The imaginary part of H00{q,q';co)/A at fixed
q=1.5 fm ', fico=55 MeV, and cl.q'=1, as a function of q' for
' 0 (dashed line), ~ca (dotted-dashed line), and Zr (solid line).
The energy is only approximately the same in the three curves
since each nucleus keeps its own HO parameter (55 MeV rough-
ly corresponds to 4ficu0 in ' 0, Mco0 in Ca, and 6Aco0 in Zr).
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have performed calculations in the case of Ca for
which experimental data exist. The resulting RPA trans-
verse response is shown in Fig. 3 at q =330 MeV/c, to-
gether with the corresponding nuclear matter response.
An. appreciable difference between the two shows up in
the high energy region.
In order to explore the origin of this difference, we have
resorted to the semiclassical approach introduced by
Schuck, which at least accounts for the confinement of
the system. It amounts to the following replacement,
RT —— Imll(q, co;kp)2Vq
Vo
Wws(r) = 1+exp[(r —80)/a] (4.4)
WHo(r) = V(+ , meso—r (4.5)
with V~ ——55 MeV and fxoo —413 '~ MeV. This com-
parison will allow a test of the shortcomings stemming
from the use of the harmonic oscillator model.
The upper limit of integration in (4.1) corresponds to
the classical turning point for the single particle motion
inside the nucleus and is set by the equation
with Vo ——50 MeV, Ro ——1.2A'~ fm, and a =0.5 fm.
In order to facilitate comparison with our results, we shall
also consider a harmonic oscillator well (HO),
R
=- —Sq2 J dr r ImII[q, a);kF(r)], (4.1) kF(R, ) =0, (4.6)
the local Fermi momentum being defined by the equation
which, e.g. , for the Woods-Saxon well, yields
fi kF'(r) fi (kF)
+ W(r) = + W(0) .
2m 2m
(4 2)
R, =Ro+a ln —1 =4.85 fm . (4.7)Vo
Vo+ (kF) /2m
The value of k~ =—kF(0) is fixed by the condition
R
A=4m rr pr (4.3)
For the potential well W(r) in (4.2), Schuck takes a
realistic Woods-Saxon (WS) potential,
In Fig. 4 we display the semiclassical transverse
response (4.1) for a WS and a HO well, compared with the
nuclear matter RPA response. Discrepancies with the
latter at high energies are present as well in the semiclassi-
cal approach. The differences between HO and WS semi-
0.45
«e
O'
0.30
q = 330MeV/c
(1p -1h)
(RPA) ' '
0.45
0.30
Q'
K
MQ
Ij
q 330 MeV~c
40
nuclear
matter
0.15
I
50 100
hcu (MeV)
50 100
'he@ ( MeVII
FIG. 3. Free and RPA transverse responses for Ca at
q=330 MeV/c as a function of fico. The solid and dotted lines
correspond to the finite nucleus calculation; the dotted-dashed
and dashed lines correspond to the infinite nuclear matter
responses with a Fermi momentum k~ —1.2 fm
FIG. 4. Free and RPA semiclassical transverse responses for
Ca at q=330 MeV/c as a function of Ace. The dotted and
dashed-dotted lines refer to the HO potential; the dashed and
solid lines refer to the WS one. The infinite nuclear matter
RPA response {double-dotted dashed line) is the same as in Fig.
3.
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classical results provide a feeling of the errors involved in
the use of a HO basis with respect to a more realistic one.
However, this is the only basis which makes the present
RPA calculation feasible.
We remark that the RPA renormalization is weaker for
the HO semiclassical response than for the WS one;
indeed, the classical turning point for the HO well
(R, =5.1 fm) is larger than the WS one. The correspond-
ing density is then smaller in the region between 2 and 4
fm, where the quantity r p(r) peaks. Thus, less collectivi-
ty is present in the RPA HO response. This feature, how-
ever, is not shared by our finite nucleus calculation, which
is compared in Fig. 5 with the semiclassical approxima-
tion in the HO basis. Both our full RPA, expression (3.3),
and the one ~here the gradient-density terms are omitted,
are shown in the figure. The three curves are rather close
at low energies, but our results display a more pronounced
collectivity in the region of the maximum.
The difference between our two finite nucleus trans-
verse responses is small (at most 10'), showing the
moderate infiuence, in the volume response, of the contri-
bution stemming from the gradient density terms.
Notice that the coupling between (tr q) and (cr &&q) has
practically no effect here, since at this particular momen-
tum transfer the longitudinal force is relatively small (see
also Table I). It should be remarked, however, that this is
not a general feature valid for all q. Indeed, for example,
at q =1.75 fm ' the infiuence of the (tr q) coupling in
the transverse response may result in an increase of up to
9—10%%uo. Obviously, the q dependence of this effect has
to be traced back to the one of Vi, which is rather pro-
nounced owing to the small pionic mass.
On the contrary, as VT is generally large, the
transverse-longitudinal coupling sizably affects the longi-
tudinal response; this is displayed in Fig. 6, where, togeth-
er with the full finite nucleus calculation, the noninteract-
ing response and the one without (o pq) mixing are
shown (see also Table II).
These results somehow disagree with previous investiga-
tions ' of the role of the pion (the rho meson) in the trans-
verse (longitudinal) channel.
Altogether, the mixing between longitudinal and trans-
q = 330MeV/c
~e
U
D
ca~ O.t5'
K
RPA
ithou
p te
50
em (MeV)
I
100 150
FIG. 5. RPA transverse responses for Ca at q=330 MeV/c
as a function of fun. The dotted-dashed line is the semiclassical
response with the HO potential; the solid line is the full RPA fi-
nite nucleus calculation, and the dashed line the one where the
gradient density terms are omitted.
verse spin couplings, which occurs through the gradient
density terms and which is the new feature of our ap-
proach, is thus rather small in the global responses. How-
ever, it plays a significant role in the individual multipoles
of the responses.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the renormalization factors(R/8 )J of the transverse and longitudinal multipoles as
a function of J. As expected, the low multipoles which
probe the nuclear interior are very collective and display a
strong contrast between the longitudinal and transverse
channels. On the other hand, collectivity is less pro-
nounced for the higher multipolarities, which are peri-
pheral and thus show less contrast even in the absence of
the mixing.
TABLE I. Detailed transverse responses for Ca at q=330 MeV/c. Column 3 contains the in-
dependent particle response, column 4 the full RPA calculation, column 5 [Rr" (1)] the one without
mixing of Vt {q),and column 6 [Rr "{2)]the transverse response without mixing of the gradient densi-
ty terms. The responses are in (MeV fm') '. P [ and P2 are defined as follows:
P [g RPA g RPA( 1 )]yg RPA and P [g RPA g RPA(P)]yg RPA
11.02
22.04
33.06
44.08
55.10
66.12
77.14
88.16
99.18
R
0.194
0.377
0.499
0.550
0.572
0.566
0.524
0.442
0.335
R RPAT
0.072
0.141
0.192
0.234
0.265
0.282
0.284
0.277
0.251
R RPA{1)
0.070
0.138
0.188
0.229
0.261
0.279
0.279
0.275
0.250
R RPA{2)
0.065
0.131
0.179
0.220
0.251
0.269
0.272
0.267
0.244
p[
{%)
2.62
2.06
1.89
1.85
1.62
1.24
1.00
0.61
0.32
P2
{%)
9.66
7.28
6.87
6.02
5.48
4.66
4.33
3.61
2.63
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07 RPA wltlloot
( 8 x q }- mixing
q 330MeV/c
$.5
O
K
1.0K
0.5 0.5
0 ) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 J 0 & 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 J
I I
50 100
&a) (MeV)
FIG. 6, The longitudinal responses of Ca at q= 330 MeV/c
as a function of Ace. The dotted-dashed line is the independent
particle response, the solid line the full RPA finite nucleus cal-
culation, and the dashed line the one where the mixing of V~(q)
is omitted.
FIG. 7. (a) Ratios of RPA and independent particle mul-
tipoles contributing to the finite nucleus responses, at fixed
q=330 MeV/e and Aco= 1~0 as a function of J. The dashed
lines refer to the calculation without {aq) [{crXq)] mixing in
the transverse (longitudinal) channel. The solid lines refer to the
full RPA calculation. Upper and lower curves represent the
longitudinal and transverse channels, respectively. (b) The same
as (a), but at Ace =2Acoo.
The remarkable feature displayed in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)
is that, in contrast to what happens for the low multipoles
(and in general for the volume responses), the coupling be-
tween (e"q) and (o Xq) is extremely effective for the
higher multipoles and produces a suppression of the con-
trast beyond what would be expected simply from the
lowering of the density.
This suggests that the contrast is suppressed for peri-
pheral probes such as (p, p') due to the coupling between
the two channels at the nuclear surface. This may give a
clue for the interpretation of the Los Alamos experi-
ment, which has revealed no contrast. A detailed
evaluation of the surface response requires a specific treat-
ment and will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
For purposes of illustration, we display in Fig. 8 the ra-
tio between the volume responses, RL, /Rr, with and
without the inclusion of the above discussed mixing, and
compare it with the same quantity calculated in nuclear
matter.
A sizable reduction of this ratio in the finite system is
apparent. There remains, however, some contrast between
the two responses, even when the transverse-longitudinal
mixing is included. Therefore the present treatment, be-
ing limited to the volume responses, is not yet appropriate
to account for the Los Alamos experiment, which mainly
probes the nuclear surface.
A better testing ground for the present theory is the
comparison with the transverse dynamic structure factor,
as measured in (e,e ) experiments. This quantity is linked
to the polarization propagator and to our transverse
response function (2.1) by the following definitions (m, n
spherical indices}:
TABLE II. The same as Table I for the longitudinal responses.
(MeV)
11.02
22.04
33.06
44.08
55.10
66.12
77.14
88.16
99.18
0.194
0.377
0.499
0.550
0.572
0.566
0.524
0.442
0.335
0.266
0.502
0.592
0.618
0.607
0.566
0.512
0.417
0.323
g RPA(1)
0.286
0.533
0.628
0.647
0.628
0.583
0.520
0.424
0.324
g RPA(2)
0.287
0.550
0.628
0.643
0.624
0.574
0.515
0.416
0.322
7.72
6.16
6.18
4.71
3.46
3.15
1.66
1.53
0.31
8.17
9.53
6.10
4.14
2.83
1.50
0.70
—0.24
—0.28
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FIG. 8. The ratio between the RPA longitudinal and trans-
verse responses for Ca at q=1.75 fm ' as a function of fico0.
The solid line refers to the full RPA calculation; the dashed line
to the one where the gradient density terms are omitted. The
dotted-dashed line is the ratio between the infinite nuclear
matter responses with kF ——1.2 fm
X~ (MGV)
FIG. 9. The transverse dynamic structure factor of Ca mea-
sured in (e,e ) inelastic scattering as a function of fur, at fixed
momentum transfer q=330 MeV/c. The experimental points
are taken from Ref. 1. The dotted-dashed line refers to the in-
dependent particle response, the dashed line to the present RPA
calculation, and the solid line is obtained by adding to the latter
the 2p-2h contribution (double-dotted-dashed line) of Ref. 3.
&,„—( —1) +" —;q q„
m, n
XlmII 3„3(q,q;co)
(4.8)
po being the nuclear Bohr magneton, p„=2.79,
p~= —1.91, and
imum of the response, whose position is, however, correct-
ly reproduced. This outcome could reflect a q dependence
of the Landau-Migdal parameter g' (here we use the con-
stant value g'=0.7), which should decrease at low mo-
menta. The agreement at 410 MeV/c is suggestive of the
persistence of a mild collective behavior even at this
momentum transfer.
The theoretical curves of Figs. 9—11 show some extra
strength, with respect to the experiment, on the low ener-
gy side. This failure does not appear in the semiclassical
response, which utilizes a %S potential. This can be seen
in Fig. 12, where the semiclassical transverse structure
[1+(q —co /c )/(18. 1 fm )]2 (4.9)
the usual electromagnetic yNN form factor. In (4.8) we
have neglected the small isoscalar contribution.
We have calculated (4.8) for Ca at q=330, 370, and
410 MeV/c. Our results are reported in Figs. 9, 10, and
11, respectively, where they are compared with the in-
clusive experiments of Saclay. The dashed area in Fig. 9
represents the "theoretical error" associated with the use
of a HO basis rather then a WS one, deduced in the semi-
classical approach as was illustrated in Fig. 3.
First, we note that the independent particle response
does not reproduce the experimental data, as already
remarked in Ref. 17. The RPA response, instead, when
added to the 2p-2h contribution of Ref. 5, gives satisfacto-
ry agreement with the data.
The best agreement is obtained at 410 MeV/c, whereas
at 330 MeV/c strength is clearly missing near the max-
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FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9, at q=370 MeV/c.
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FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 9, at q =410 MeV/c.
factor
, , (p, —w. )'GM(qb
R
X I dr r'Imil[q, a);kF(r)] (4.10)
is displayed together with the full finite nucleus calcula-
tion. However, (4.10) neglects the coupling between the
spin modes as well as the gradient of the nuclear density,
which increase —by a modest but (at low energy} signifi-
cant amount —the finite nucleus response.
The most likely explanation for the origin of this
discrepancy is that our treatment of the 2p-2h excitations
overestimates their importance at low energies, as it
~e
~ 006
cO
0.05 „
(1p -1h) s c
[RPA +(2p-2h) sq
0.04
0 03 . &~ RPA I s c
i /i;
0.02 j f //
q = 330MeV&c
0.01 Ca
I
50
I
100
nru (MeV)
FIG. 12. The transverse dynamic structure factor of ~Ca
measured in 4,'e,e') inelastic scattering as a function of Ace, at
fixed momentum transfer q=330 MeV/c. The experimental
points are taken from Ref. 1. The theoretical curves are ob-
tained in the semiclassical approach with a %'S potential. The
dotted-dashed line is the free response, the dashed line the RPA
one, and the solid line is the sum of the latter with the 2p-2h
contribution of Ref. 3. For comparison, the finite nucleus total
response of Fig. 9 is also displayed (double-dotted-dashed line).
neglects RPA correlations in this sector.
In concluding this section we note that with the present
theory a reasonable fit to the experimental data has been
obtained. The remaining discrepancies could be eliminat-
ed by the momentum dependence of g' and by a proper
account for RPA correlations in the 2p-2h response.
Nevertheless, one should not forget that we do not solve
exactly, but only approximately, the RPA equations: Al-
though we believe that our results are good, we cannot
claim that they are not subject to some uncertainty.
Indeed, beyond the algebraic reduction of the exact in-
tegral equations, we have neglected here, as in the nuclear
matter framework, the exchange matrix elements of the
p-h force (although these are partially included in g').
However, it may be worth pointing out that even the
present approach, which implies (in order to set the value
of the corresponding qj} the evaluation of the exact
Ilz(q, q;ai) for each co, q, and J would not have been prac-
tical without the use of a Cray computer.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a RPA evaluation of
the spin-isospin response function for a finite system. For
this purpose we have utilized the approximation scheme
suggested by Toki and reise which leads to analytical ex-
pressions for the responses themselves. This approach is
particularly interesting since it allows a direct investiga-
tion of the new features introduced by the finit size of
the system: namely the mixing between the (cr q) and
(cr X q) couplings and the influence of the nonuniform
density, which manifest themselves in terms involving the
density gradient. These features have not been included in
previous treatments.
We have given some arguments about the reliability of
the TW approximation by analyzing the nonlocality in
momentum space of Il (q, q', ru), which turns out to be
sufficiently peaked to justify the approximation. For the
same purpose we have compared the present theory with a
semiclassical one, which embodies some of the effects as-
sociated with a nonuniform density, and we have found
the corresponding volume responses to be rather close to
each other. They both show some differences relative to
the nuclear matter response, particularly at high energy.
The semiclassical treatment also gave us a feeling for
the dependence of the theory on the single-particle basis
by comparing the semiclassical responses obtained with
the HO and WS potentials. Indeed, some failures of our
finite nucleus calculation in the description of the experi-
mental data would tend to be cured by the use of a more
realistic %S basis.
Altogether, the comparison of the present RPA theory
(added to the 2p-2h contribution) with the transverse
structure function measured in (e,e') experiments is satis-
factory. Some of the discrepancies suggest a mild
momentum dependence of g' (which should be lowered at
smail q).
%e have paid particular attention to the mixing be-
tween the (o"q) and (cr Xq) couplings and to the gradient
density terms, which are both ignored in our nuclear
matter and semiclassical treatments. Both of them tend
to lower the collectivity of the RPA responses. In the
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overall volume responses their effect remains small, of the
order of 10% at most. The influence of the longitudinal
coupling in the transverse response is q dependent, reflect-
ing the strong momentum dependence of the longitudinal
p-h interaction.
The detailed analysis of the mixing between the two
spin couplings on the separate multipoles of the response
reveals interesting features: its influence is small for the
low multipoles, which probe the nuclear interior. Con-
versely, the longitudinal-transverse mixing produces large
modifications in the high multipoles, which are peri-
pheral. Its effect tends to equalize the RPA renormaliza-
tion of the longitudinal and transverse multipoles, thus
suppressing the contrast between them. Since these peri-
pheral multipoles are the relevant ones in the surface
responses [as the ones probed in (p,p') scattering], one
cannot rule out a priori a severe reduction of the contrast
between the longitudinal and transverse surface responses
while at the same time finding strong collective effects in
the volume spin-isospin responses.
We wish to thank Dr. R. Mason for his valuable help in
computational problems.
APPENDIX A
We briefly review here the hypothesis underlying the
approximation method suggested by Toki and %cise. '
Let us then consider the first order integral, Eq. (3.1),
II,'"(q, q';~) = 1 dk k'II', (q, k;~)(2n. )
X UJ(k)II q(k, q', co), (Al)
and assume that the nonlocal behavior in momentum
space of II z( q, q', co) can be reproduced as follows:
II g ( q, q ', Qp ) =g (q, co )dg (q —q' ) g( q', N ) . (A2)
dj(0) =1,
f dk dj(q k)dq(k— q') =dq—(q —q') .
(A3)
(A4)
Formula (A2) implies that 11 J( q, q', co }has a well de-
fined minimum at q =q', being fairly symmetrical around
it. If this is the case, then (Al) becomes
In the above, g(q, co) is an appropriate function which we
do not need to specify, whereas dJ(q —q') is a distribution
function centered at the origin; it satisfies the following
conditions:
Il J (q, q', co) = g(q, co)g (q', co) f dk k g (k, co) UJ(k)g (k,co)dj(q k)dq(k ——q')(2m)
q 'g(q, co)g (q,co)U (q)g(q, ~)g(q', ~) f dk dj(q —k)dJ(k —q'),(2n} ' ' 0 (A5)
where the mean value theorem has been utilized. Using (A3) and (A4), we can immediately obtain
II J"(q,q';co) =- II J(q,q;~) UJ(q)II J(q, q', co),(2m }
which coincides with the last expression in (3.1).
The same steps can now be performed in the subsequent iterations of the integral equation (2.3); for purposes of illus-
tration, we shall consider the second order one:
II' '(q, q', ~)= f dkk2A (q, k;~)U (k)II'"(k,q', ~) .(2n. ) (A7)
With the help of (A6) one immediately obtains
dk k A pII& (q, q';co)= II J(q, q;co)UJ(q) H J(q, k;co)UJ(k)II ( J, kqco)(2m) (2m)
2
—2
II
~(q, q;co) UJ(q) II J(q, q', co),(2m )
and thus the approximate algebraic form (3.2) for the RPA equations is recovered.
There remains a subtle point in going from (A7) to (AS): Indeed, the q value introducmi, in (A5), by the mean value
theorem, depends, in principle, upon q and q'. On the rhs of (A7) one should use, therefore, a q(k, q') which, in turn,
would inhibit the subsequent step. However, the integrand of Eq. (A5) depends upon q and q' through the product
dJ(q —k)dj(k —q'), which, owing to the well peaked behavior of the distribution function, will favor values of k within
a relatively narrow band around q =q'. As a consequence, q will be close to q (or q') and the first equality in (AS) ap-
pears to be justified.
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We derive here, using an harmonic oscillator basis and the interaction (2.10), the exact analytic expression for the first
order polarization propagator (II )II. In particular, we consider its imaginary part, which is the one actually used for
the determination of qj. It reads
Im[II~"(qq';pi)]II = I dk k [Ug(k)]ii [ImII i(qk;co)ReII I ( k q';co) +ReII i(qk;co)lmII I (k,q';co)],(2m )
which, by defining
Aph —— n'5[1—i' (en I——en„I„)]= — 5(hÃ —Xp+Nh)
0
(82)
if iripi=e„ I e„—Inp p nh h '
2(&n I &n—I )
n l nhlh
(83)
where Ep h —2np h+lp h+ —, and ficop is the harmonic oscillator parameter, can be recast in the following form:
32 lp lh 1 lp lh 1g (2lp+ 1)(2lh+ 1 )(21p+ 1)(21h+ 1) () () () () () ()
n'l'pp npp
nh'h
nhlh
X~ln I n I (q)~I, ~ I«ii (q )(+phEp'h'+Eph+p'h')PP hh ppnhh
k UJ k ll'~ln l n lg ~l' ' l Ilg k (84)
The above integral, recalling the analytic expression for
WIn I „ I„(k) given in the Appendix of Ref. 17 andn nhh
neglecting the k dependence of the n(!p)NN vertex form
factor, turns out to be of the type
together with the well-known formulai~
I(0)= eh /2"erfc
2v
(87)
I(2n) = dk e —k /2v k2n
k +b (85) The definition
I(2n) =
2
b (=p, or pp) being a constant, n an integer &1, and
v=mcopiR and can be analytically evaluated by utilizing
the following, easily established, recursion relation,
1/2
v" '(2n —3)!!—b I(2n —2), (86)
erfc(x) = f e ' dtX
has been used for the error function.
The final result reads
(88)
Im[II J"(q,q', co)]II
32v '7Tv
2{l +I') /2 g (21p+1)(2lh+ l)(21p+1)(2lh+1)
n lpp nl
h h n'l'
lp lh l l p l h l'
0 0 0 0 0 0 ~in I nhI„(q)~i„ I „„I'(q')
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sf(l&, n&)sf(lh, nh) sf(lz, nz)sf(lh, nh)
x(~ihEi h +Eih~i, h }
2 P "n!n!p h. p h I t In p.n h.
I I
xg
k =Ok'=On =Os'=0
I I
nh np nh
k k' n n'
( —1)"+ +"+"sf(l, M)sf(l', M')
sf (l~, k)sf (lh, k')sf(l~, n)sf (lh, n')
r
f(l, ) f(l',
(89}
where
l I'z(N}]0 =a~g'5a (2N 1)ll+—a,«jrajr &a )—
S 'N+1
N p px g ( —1)' (2N —2s —1)!!+
s=0 V V
GATV
2@p
2
' 1/2 2p~/2v Pp
e ~ erfc
2v
'$
p
—a agiaJi g ( —1)' (2N —2s —1)!!+
s=0 V
'N+1
Pn
' 1/2
m'V p.~/2v „P~
2)M, v 2v
(810)
and the definitions
sf (l,n) =(21+2n +1)!!,
N =m +m'+1+(l+1')l2,
M =(lp+lh 1)I2+k +k'—,
M'=(l p+lh l')l2+n +n', —
(811)
(812a}
(812b)
2
a =I (q)
p~
2
a~ =I z(qi) z
Pp
have been used.
(812d)
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